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The German Greens are likely to be the new ‘kingmakers’ in
the 2013 federal elections.
by Blog Admin

Since it was founded in 1948, the Free Democratic Party (FDP) has been in federal
government for longer than any other German political party. As Amir Abedi writes, however,
the party’s traditional role as ‘kingmaker’ in German elections has been steadily eroded by the
emergence of the German Greens and the left-wing Die Linke party. Using recent polling data,
he notes that all of the likely coalitions to emerge from this year ’s federal elections involve the
Greens in some capacity.

On March 6 2013 the German Green party celebrated the 30th anniversary of  the election of
its f irst set of  representatives into the lower house of  Germany’s parliament, the Bundestag. The Greens
received 5.6 per cent of  the votes in 1983: 4.1 percentage points more than when they f irst ran as a f ederal
polit ical party in 1980, and enough to overcome the 5 percent threshold required f or representation in the
Bundestag. If  one is to believe the latest opinion polls, the Greens are poised to perf orm much better in the
2013 Bundestag election scheduled f or September 22. Polls published during March indicate that the party
currently enjoys the support of  somewhere between 14 and 16 per cent of  German voters. The Greens may
even end up being the ‘kingmaker’ af ter the election: that is, they may occupy a crucial posit ion in
determining which of  the major parties – the Christian Democrats (CDU/CSU) or the Social Democrats
(SPD) – will lead the next f ederal coalit ion government.

Historically the role of  ‘kingmaker’ has been played by the classically liberal Free Democratic Party (FDP),
which is the junior partner in the current governing coalit ion with the CDU/CSU. Since the 1961 West
German election there have always been hung parliaments and every government has consequently been a
coalit ion. In the 1960s and 1970s, when there were only three parties in the Bundestag, the FDP was the
crucial player that more of ten than not determined the major governing party in (West) Germany. The FDP’s
pivotal posit ion in the West-German party system was, amongst other things, due to a lack of  alternative
coalit ion partners f or the Christian Democrats on the right, and f or the Social Democrats on the lef t.
Unless they won a majority of  seats in the legislature, or were willing to enter a ‘grand coalit ion’, the major
parties had to court the FDP in order to f orm a viable coalit ion government.

However, this began to change when a number of
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However, this began to change when a number of
groups that had mainly been active in the
environmental and peace movements decided to
coalesce in the late 1970s. The Greens had
emerged as a national polit ical organisation. Their
anti-establishment, eco- libertarian and post-
materialist agenda attracted many better-educated
younger, mainly urban voters. In a relatively short
amount of  t ime they managed to establish
themselves as an inf luential (though rarely crucial)
player at the state (Land) and f ederal levels, and
thus as a potential challenger to the FDP. Init ially
the Greens could not translate their growing
inf luence into the same regular pattern of
government participation that the FDP managed to
establish. Rather, the Greens’ internal f ights over
whether the party should join a government with
any of  the established parties at all, and then later
their exclusive coalit ion arrangements with the
SPD, made the party seem much less of  a
‘kingmaker’ than the FDP. Af ter all, the Free
Democrats had shown that they could successf ully
coalesce with both of  the main centre-right and
centre- lef t parties.

In a recent study, I (along with my co-author Alan
Siarof f ) tried to ascertain the degree of  inf luence
of  the FDP and the Greens, both f ederally and at
the state- level, using data f rom 1949 to 2010. The
results of  the analysis show that based on our
measure the Greens have now equalled, if  not replaced the FDP as the country’s most inf luential small
party. What explains this development? For one thing, while the Greens seem to have been polit ically t ied to
the SPD, the FDP has become more dependent on the Christian Democrats. The FDP has had long-
standing loyalty to the CDU/CSU (beginning in 1982) and, particularly through its 1997 party platf orm, began
to emphasise neo- liberal economic ref orm policies and de-emphasise its tradit ional def ence of  civil liberties
and acceptance of  social welf are programmes. Thus, there has been a much greater sense of  bipolarity in
the German party system (with the CDU/CSU and FDP pitted against the SPD and Greens). The Greens
benef ited f rom the FDP’s transf ormation into a more neo- liberal party by winning over many of  the lef t-
liberal voters who no longer f elt at home with the Free Democrats. Moreover, over the years the Greens not
only streamlined their internal party organisation but also broadened their programmatic stance to include
more policy areas, in addition to their tradit ional f ocus on environmental and f oreign/def ence policies. They
also opened themselves up to possible cooperative arrangements with parties on the centre-right of  the
polit ical spectrum. Beginning in the 1990s, f ormal cooperative arrangements with the CDU had increasingly
been established at the municipal level. In 2008 the f irst CDU-Green coalit ion was established at the Land
level in Hamburg. The f ormation of  a CDU-FDP-Green coalit ion in Saarland in 2009 illustrates another
strategic advantage that the Greens now enjoy in an increasingly f ragmented German party system.

According to the most recent polls, the CDU/CSU can expect to receive around 40 per cent of  the votes,
the SPD somewhere between 26 and 29 per cent, the Greens between 14 and 16 per cent, the FDP about 5
per cent and Die Linke (the Lef t), around 7 per cent. In other words, if  the f inal election result is in line with
what the polls indicate, there will be neither a majority f or the current CDU/CSU-FDP coalit ion, nor f or an
alternative SPD-Green alliance. Unless the major parties agree to f orm a ‘grand coalit ion, as they did in
2005, the Greens will theref ore end up being the ‘kingmaker’. Since the only alternative to a ‘grand coalit ion’
in that scenario is either a CDU/CSU-Green coalit ion, or a three party coalit ion, it is signif icant to note that
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the Greens are the only party that is included in all of  the three most- likely combinations: namely SPD-FDP-
Greens, CDU-FDP-Greens, and SPD-Die Linke-Greens. If  one takes these developments into account, then
it is no longer surprising that the Greens are now more pivotal than the FDP.
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Note:  This article gives the views of the author, and not the position of EUROPP – European Politics and
Policy, nor of the London School of Economics.
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